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AUTOMOTIVE
automotive hurts chemicals 

A continuing slump across the global automotive sector is 
dragging on the chemical markets, and in turn company 
financial results, with little sign of an improvement.

Since the second half of 2018, automotive markets in all 
the key regions have been falling.

The latest figures show that China – the world’s largest 
automotive market - has been in decline for 15 months; 
in the first three quarters of 2019 sales fell 10.3% while 
production plummeted 11.4%.

The most disastrous figures have come from India where 
domestic sales of vehicles collapsed 22% year on year in 
September. India’s automotive sector has been shrinking 
since late 2018, driven partly by lower credit availability.

The usually powerful and resilient US automotive sector 
is also shrinking, with data for October showing that 
seasonally adjusted light vehicle sales dropped 5.5% year 
on year.

Across Europe there was a 1.6% year on year decline in 
new car registrations from January to September. And in 
Germany – where October figures are now available - auto 
production in the year to October fell 9% year on year while 
exports dipped 12%.

Oxford Economics forecasts that eurozone manufacturing 
will fall by 0.9% in 2019, driven by transport equipment 
(including automotive) which is forecast to decline by 3.8%.

According to the International Monetary Fund, global 
car sales fell by around 3% in 2018, with that trend 
accelerating through 2019.

Overcapacity in automotive manufacturing is forcing more 
consolidation in the sector. In October, PSA, owner of 
Peugeot, and Fiat Chrysler agreed to merge, creating the 
world’s fourth largest car company.

There is also trouble for Europe-based car parts 
manufacturers who are suffering from an influx of cheap 
Chinese imports, the slowdown in demand and the shift to 
electric vehicles which require far fewer components.

Tyre and components manufacturer Continental plans to 
stop production of internal combustion engine parts at 

factories in Germany, Italy and the US as it deals with a 
10% reduction in sales since July 2018.

reasoNs For DecliNe
The US-China trade war has had a far-reaching direct and 
indirect effect on the automotive sector.

Most directly, it has hurt consumer and industrial 
confidence including economic growth in China, where 
GDP growth is still weakening, standing at 6.2% for the first 
three quarters of 2019, the lowest since 1991.

The IMF recently cut its China GDP growth forecast for 
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2020 from 6.1% to 6.0%.

As well as hurting consumer sentiment, the country’s 
export-oriented economy has been hit hard by US tariffs 
linked to the trade war.

Recent signs of a thaw in US-China relations could turn this 
around quite quickly. Indeed, the country’s Caixin China 
General Manufacturing PMI is now in expansion mode with 
an October reading of 51.7, up from 51.4 in September, 
and marking its third consecutive month above 50.

In China, car sales have been hit by the withdrawal of tax 
breaks which encouraged car purchasing as well as less 
availability of consumer credit.

However, PMIs for Europe and the US have been 
in negative territory for several months, indicating a 
contraction in industrial activity.

The trade war and other uncertainties such as Brexit are 
proving to be headwinds for the global economy, and as 
this slows, so do automobile sales.

chaNGiNG coNsumer Behaviour
Changing regulations, concerns about the impact of 
emissions and the shift to electric vehicles are all causing 
consumers to delay the purchase of new cars.

Battery technology is now so cheap that electric vehicle 
costs are now comparable to those of internal combustion 
engines, at least in the premium sector.

Consumers are aware that if they hold off for another year, 
even cheaper and better electric vehicles will be coming to 
the market.

A growing number of people, especially in urban areas, are 
now choosing to live without a vehicle.

The proliferation of ride-sharing apps such as Uber, and 
expanding public transport, have created a new generation 
of younger people for whom car ownership is seen as 
expensive and wasteful.

At the other end of the spectrum, the ageing population in 
both mature and emerging economies is also a drag on 
automotive sales. Most pensioners have lower disposable 
incomes and less need for a car.
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chemical marKet imPact
The automotive sector is hugely important as a driver of 
demand across many value chains.

According to ICIS market demand analyst, Rhian O’Connor, 
polypropylene (PP) is one of the polymers most affected by 
the downturn in the automotive sector, with around 10% of 
European consumption going into transportation.

Other polymers with a strong connection to automotive 
include acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS), nylon 
resins, polyurethanes and elastomers like styrene 
butadiene rubber (SBR).

ICIS is reporting falling prices – often to record or multi-
year lows - linked to shrinking demand from automotive 
across many products.

Just since 1 November, this includes Europe SBR, China 
SBR, Europe caprolactam (capro), Asia 1,4-butanediol 
(BDO), US acetone, Europe polycarbonate (PC),  US 
nylon, US cumene, US PP, US phenol, Europe methyl 
methacrylate (MMA), Europe propylene oxide (PO) and 
Europe glycerine.

Third-quarter financial results impacted by automotive 
weakness include Solvay, Evonik, LyondellBasell, US 
AdvanSix and BASF.

additional reporting by the icis global pricing team plus 
tracy Dang, Nurluqman suratman, Fanny Zhang and 
Joseph chang

NAVIGATE ThE PETROchEMIcAlS MARKETS AFFEcTING ThE 
AUTOMOTIVE SUPPly chAIN

Virtually every component in a light vehicle features petrochemicals. With global petrochemicals 
markets facing unprecedented levels of disruption, having the right tools and insight to navigate 
these obstacles and spot opportunities has never been more critical.

icis caN helP you:
n  Negotiate with suppliers using independent benchmark price 

assessments
n  Understand price drivers and fluctuations
n  Stay up to date with market developments with real-time news 

and instant alerts
n Feed data from ICIS into your systems and models

enquire about our data solutions

https://www.icis.com/explore/contact/enquire-automotive/?intcmp=automotive-enquiry-top&cmpid=ILC|CHEM|CHCOM-2019-06-US+LTAM-chcom_fallingautomotivesales062019&sfid=7012X000001aikS

